JOHN COURTNEY MURRAY, S. J.

Things Old and New
Ill ''Pacem in Terris"
An adequate interpretation of the encyclical Pacem
in T erris must wait on lengthy study, because the
reach of the Pope's words, in its breadth and depth,
is greatly extensive. What follows are some comments
on certain salient points of the encyclical, on the quality of the Pope's thought and its major accents.
It is obvious, in the first instance, that the Pope
here offers a shining example of everything that he
means by his own word, aggiomamenlo. He situates
himself squarely in the year 1963. There is not the
slightest note of nostalgia, nor of lament over the past
course of history or over the current situation that
history has evoked here on earth. The Pope confronts
all the facts of political, social, economic and cultural
change that have been the product of the modern era.
Ge nerously and ungrudgingly, he accepts those elements of historical progress which can be recognized as
such by the application of traditional principles as
norms of discernment.
The Pope then proceeds to speak to the postmodern
age, to a new era of history that h as not yet found its
name but that is clearly with us. His acute sense of
the basic need of the new age is evident in the word
that is so often repeated in the encyclical and that sets
its basic theme. I mean the word "order." This does
seem to be the contemporary issue. The process of
ordering and organizing the world is at the moment
going forward. The issue is not whether we shall have
order in the world; the contemporary condition of
chaos has become intolerable on a world-wide scale,
and the insistent demand of the peoples of the world
is for order. The question is, then, on what principles
is the world going to be ordered.
The basic principle of the Roman Pontiff is as old
as Plato, for whom society was "man writ large." The
"man" whom the Pope puts at the basis and center of
a human world order is not the abstract human nature
which is presented in certain older textbooks on ethics.
His "man" is the man of today, that is to say, the human
person upon whose structured nature history too has
left its mark. This strongly personalist accent of the
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Initial reflections uncertain
key accents in Pope John's
latest encyclical to serve as
guidelines for a fnl/£1'
understanding of its 1neaning
Pope should quiet the fears and win the sympathies_~[
those to whom the phrase "natural law" is uncongenia ·
In dealing with the problem of political order, ~~pe
John XXIII represents a development of the tradition.
He leaves behind the predominantly e thical concept
of the society-state which was characteristic of Leo
XIII. He adopts the more juridical conception of 1 ~
state that was characteri~tic of Pius XII, and he carries
this conception ~o new lengths. For instance, he clearly
accepts the distinction that seems to be missing fro[ll
Leo XIII, namely, the distinction between society_an~
the state. His general conception of the political idea
is fundamentally that of St. Thomas, "the free rnan
under a limited government." The Pope states, with a
new firmness of accent, the three principles that constitute this ideal. The first is that society must a1foT<l
men "the sphere of freedom." The second is the ancie~~
principle of constitutionalism: that the state has its
foundations in constitutional law, whereby the powers
of government are limited. Even the modern conception of the written constitution is endorsed by the
Pope, for the first time ( if I am not mistaken ) in th e
history of papal utterances. The third principle is t_hat
of popular participation in the public administratton.
Though this principle is deeply rooted in the liberal
and Christian political tradition of the West, the strong
emphasis given it in this encyclical again represents a
welcome newness.
One can hear in the Pope's words a contemporaneous
echo of John of Salisbury and his broad definition . of
the function of the Prince, which is "to fight for justice
and for the freedom of the people." Only here it is not
the question of a Prince, but of the whole order of
constitutional and statutory Jaw of public admini stration. The first function of the state and of all its officers
is to guarantee the juridical order, that is to say, the
whole order of human rights and duties whose roots
are in the human person as situated in the contemporary world.
One of the most striking aspects of the encyclical_is
the generosity, the breadth and the contemporaneity
of the Pope's statement with regard to the rights and
duties of the human person. An outstanding instance
of his full acceptance of modern progress is his affirm~tion of the place of woman in society as conceived 10
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<lowed with the proper means for the efficacious pursuit of its objective, which is the universal common
good in concrete form." This authority must, he adds,
'b e set up by common accord and not imposed b y
force." Again the principle of freedom, as a principle
and as a method, is affirmed.
The Pope proposes this goal in the spirit of "confident hope" that is the dominant spirit of the whole
encyclical. But it will not be clear to many, including
myself, how this hope is concretely to b e r ealized,
given the fact that no moral or political consensus
presently exists within the total international community that would furnish the basis for the existence
of such a public authority and for the effective exercise of its powers. It is clear that the Pope is intimately
aware that our postmodern era is characterized by
what he calls a "pronounced dynamism" toward change
of all kinds. It is also clear that he has most correctly
indicated the right direction of change toward the
remedy of a "structural defect" in the international
community. For the rest, it is clear that h e puts his
Early in May we will publish the text of
Pope John's encyclical Paccm in Terris
("Peace on Earlh"), with comme ntary, read•
ing list and discussion questions. Single
copies: 50¢. Ask for special bulk prices.

hope in the efforts of those, who are still "not many"
but whose numbers must grow, who are "scientifically
competent, technically capable and skiUed in the practice of their professions," and who will be able therefore to "create a synthesis between scientific, technical
and professional elements on the one hand and
spiritual values on the other."
His hope, therefore, is not utopian idealism. It is
possible of realization. It seems to be sustained, in the
last analysis, by the confidence that breathes through
the whole encyclical-a confidence in the power of the
human person, in association, to "insure that world
events follow a reasonable and human course." It is
therefore a hope that no reason able man can fail to
share, no matter what the difficulties in the way may
be.
The encyclical will be perhap s most closely scrutinized for the guidance that it may give to Christians
and to men of good will in regard of all that we mean
by the Cold War. There will b e those wh o will think,
as I do, that we have been given only limited guidance.
The Pope did not choose to deal with an aspect of the
matter that has been carefully covered by his predecessors, notably Pius XI. I mean the profundity of the
current crisis of history out of whose depths the Cold
War itself has arisen.
The Pope has indeed made it entirely clear that the
future must not be permitted to belong to the con614

ception of political and social order that is inherent
in the Communist revolution. He declares himself
op enly against "political regimes which do not guarantee for individual citizens a sufficient sphere of freedom withi n which their souls are allowed to breathe
humanly." The encyclical shows no disposition to come
to terms, in some manner of false peace, with the doc•
trinal content of the world revolution, especially its
concep tion of Promethean man as the creator of himself and the rightful single ruler of the world. There
is no encouragement in th e encyclical for those among
u s wh o take a shallow or mistaken view of the depths
of evil that are inherent in Communist ideology. On
the other hand, there may b e some warrant for the
thought that the spirit of confident hope which the
Pontiff courageously embraces fails to take realistic
account of the fun~amental schism in the world today.
On this difficult subject, about which there will be
much argument, I h ave only one suggestion to offer
as a h elp toward an understanding of the encyclical.
I think the Pop e deeply understands the disastrous
extent to which m en today are gripped by the myth
of history which the Marxists have so diligently in·
culcated. In many ways, a d eterministic view of history has gained much ground among us. In this view,
m an has lost command of his own destiny on this
earth; his destiny is determined by the events of history, and he is himself powerless to control these
events. T he conclusion is that history today is surely
and certainly carrying man toward catastrophe with
an inevitability against which man is helpless.
I think tha t the Pope wishes to take a strong stand
against this myth of history as the master of man. I
think this intention stands behind his confident as·
sertion that " the fundamental principle on which our
present peace depends m ust b e replaced by another."
Today the principle of such peace as we enjoy is sim•
ply naked fear. o one will deny that this principle
must be replaced by another. The difficulty arises
when the Pope goes on to say that we not only must,
but also can, move forward to a new and more solid
basis of p eace. vVe must not, he seems to be saying,
feel ourselves to b e trapped in history, unable to
change its course, unable to control world events, unable to avoid the disaster tha t waits for us if the world
continues on its p resent course. At least in this respect,
t he Pope will command the agreement of all men of
good will who b elieve that there are energies in the
free human sp irit w hereby man may fulfill his destiny
on earth, which is to be, not God, but the image of
God. All men wh o b elieve in God are agreed that He
is the Master of history. Man, th erefore, manifests him·
self as the image of God chiefly by his intelligent, con•
fident efforts to master the course of historical events
and direct it toward the common good of the peoples
of earth.
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